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The Shan Cultural Association in the UK (SCA-UK) was formed by young Shan/Tai people studying or 

working in the United Kingdom in 2005 under the guidance of Venerable Dr. Khammai Dhammasami, OBV 

and Fellow, Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies & Buddhist Chaplain, University of Oxford. SCA-UK is a 

UK based, not-for-profit, cultural association. We aim to maintain and promote Shan (Tai) culture through 

cultural events and to share our culture & value with Shan and non-Shan who are interested in Shan/Tai. We 

also participate in cultural events organised by other cultural associations in the UK.
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On behalf of members of the Shan 
Cultural Association (SCA-UK) 
and Tai community in the United 
Kingdom and Europe, I am most 
honoured to greet you all Happy 
Pi Mai Tai. 

To welcome Pi Mai this year, the 
SCA-UK organizes a reception 
and celebrations at the Brunei 
Gallery Theatre, School of 
Oriental and African Studies 
(SOAS), University of London 
where we have been privileged 
to have held the same event for 
the past six years. I welcome 
all of you to the reception and 
celebrations.

On this auspicious day, we Tai 
people think of each other and 
our Tai families who spread 
throughout the world; we send 
our warmest greeting of peace, 
goodwill, hope and love to all 
of them: we say Mai-soong 
Pi Mai Tai to every Tai in 
the world: from Shan State 
and Kachin State, to Sagaing, 
Bago and Yangon Regions 
and other parts of the Union 
of Myanmar, from Mae Hong 
Son and other parts of Thailand 
to Pailin in Cambodia, from 
Sinpsongpanna (Xishuangbanna) 
Dai Autonomous Prefecture 

and Dehong Dai and Jingpo 
Autonomous Prefecture to the 
Dai Zhuang (Bouxcuengh) from 
the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous 
Region in southern China to 
the districts of Dien Bien Phu, 
Hoa Binh, Lai Chau, Son La in 
Vietnam, from Arunachal Pradesh 
and Assam in India to those 
scattered in Europe, Australia and 
America. 
 
As we are celebrating Pi Mai Tai 
here in London, our brothers and 
sisters elsewhere are preparing to 
stage even bigger celebrations. 
We send our warm wishes for the 
success of the Tai studies seminar, 
the first ever such an international 
gathering in Kengtung 
(Chiangtung/ Kyaington) the Shan 
State, the Union of Myanmar. We 
also send our best wishes to the 
Dai/Tai people celebrating Pi Mai 
from Jenghung (Chiangrung), 
Sipsongbanna to Chiang Mai 
and Maehongson in Thailand, 
from California in the USA to 
Singapore.

“Happy and Prosperous 
Pi Mai Tai 2107th to all!”

The SCA-UK has been founded 
and sustained by the energy of 
Tai/Shan students studying in 
the UK. This year, the SCA_UK 
is proud to honour its members 
who have completed their 
university study. Nearly all of 
them live and study in London. 
These educated youth are the 
gems of our Tai nation and the 
future of our people. No matter 
wherever they are our nation 

always looks to them. Sai Jotika 
Khur-yearn, working on lik-
loung literature of the Tai, has 
successfully completed his PhD 
here at SOAS, London University. 
Congratulations Dr. Jotika! He 
has written a few articles from 
research and we keenly look 
forwards to being informed of 
our own rich culture through his 
further research. Jai Merng/Sai 
Mein, the SCA-UK secretary, 
obtains an MSc in Development 
Studies from Berbeck College, 
University of London with Merit 
Pass; Nang Kham Aye gains 
an MSc in Computing from 
University of Wales; Sai Laing 
Saing and Sai Mong an BSc in 
Computing with a Second Upper 
Class from London South Bank 
University; Sai Aung Kham, also 
an BSc (Hons) in Computing, 
Brunel University and Kyi 
Lwin, an BA (Hons) in Business 
Management from University of 
Gloucestershire. I am very proud 
to declare here that Sai Kham 
Thein has achieved a First Class 
BEng (Hons) in Building Services 
Engineering from London South 
Bank University. The list does 
not stop here as there are some 
who are still waiting for their 
final results. Congratulations to 
all! You have made the SCA-UK 
proud and more confident.

As we welcome Pi Mai Tai 2107th 
with pride that their success has 
brought us, we also notice with 
excitement that the world we 
live in is getting freer, or at least 
travelling towards that direction, 
as far as we are concerned. We 

The 2107th Pi Mai Tai New Year Message From the Chair
(9 December 2012, London)



hope that the future brings better 
opportunity for our people and 
the world. That said, we must not 
forget that the majority of our 
people in many countries in parts 
of Asia still live in ignorance and 
deprivation of opportunity for 
education, health and economy. 
For the great majority of our 
ordinary folk, trust is yet to be 
built, peace to realize, stability to 
come and prosperity to achieve; 
full participation as a world 
citizen is yet to happen.

With these in minds, this year 
the SCA-UK has doubled its 
effort in helping our people as 
well as others. The SCA has set 
up Scholarship Sub-committee, 
chaired by Dr. Sai Tin Maung 
(Orthopaedic Consultant, Yeovil) 
with members including Sao Nang 
Mone (granddaughter of Saopha 
of Ywanghwe/ the first president 

of the Union of Burma), Dr. 
Sai Han (consultant at Glasgow 
Hospital), Dr. Nang Nidaphorn 
(MD), and Nang Zune Pan Aye 
(BSc). This is to ensure more 
efficiency and wider reach of our 
education projects. In Myanmar, 
the SCA has also participated in 
funding the Tai literary campaign 
for the Tai people in the lower 
parts of the country such as Bago, 
Taung-oo, Nyaunglaypin, Taikkyi 
and Kyaktakha. The SCA also 
contributes as much as it can to 
the relief funds for the natural 
disaster-, civil war- or communal 
strife-affected areas in the Shan, 
Kachin and Rakhine State. We 
want to do more. With your help 
and our increased effort, we will 
be able to.

As we greet Pi Mai with 
enthusiasm and hope, we 
strengthen our resolve to achieve 

our goal of peace, equality, 
prosperity and happiness through 
the promotion of our culture. 
We thank all of our friends from 
the Lao, Thai and Burmese 
communities as well as the British 
men and women in the UK for 
their friendship and support, 
and we would like to take this 
opportunity to invite you all to 
join us more in our undertaking.

Again, may the 2107th Pi Mai 
Tai bring peace, prosperity, good 
health and happiness to all!

Venerable Dr. Khammai Dhammasami, DPhil (Oxford)
Chairman, SCA_UK

Fellow, Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies & Buddhist Chaplain, University of Oxford, UK

The achievements of our members in 2012

Dr. Jotika Khur-Yearn
Ph.D
SOAS, U. of London 

Nang Kham Aye
MSc, Computing
University of Wales 

Sai Mein
MSc, Development Studies (Merit)
Birkbeck, U. of London 



Sai Kham Thein
BEng(Hons), First Class
London South Bank University

Nang Mwe
BA(Hons), Hospitality Management
University of Derby

Khun Seng
BSc, Media Production
Farnborough College of Technology

Sai Mong
BSc (Hons), Computing
London South Bank University

Kyi Lwin
BA (Hons), Business Management
University of Gloucestershire

Sai Laing Saing
BSc (Hons), Computing
London South Bank University

Sai Aung Kham
BSc (Hons), Computing
Brunel University



The Shan Cultural Association in the UK (SCA-UK) 
Chairman announced the launch of 4 scholarships 
for SCA-UK education project at 2010 London 
Shan New Year (PI Mai Tai) celebration.  This year 
SCA-UK education project has launched a total of 6 
Scholarships, two of which are for medical students 
and the other four are for students studying other 
subjects. Three out of six bursaries are for students 
attending universities in the Shan State and the rest 

for students attending universities outside of the 
Shan State.  

The SCA-UK education project is funded by our 
main donors including Oxford Buddha Vihara, Dr. 
Sai Tin Maung & Sao Htain Win, Dr. Kyaw Thinn & 
Sao Phong Keau, Dr. Sai Hsam Nom (Hong Kong, 
and members of SCA-UK.

SCA UK Scholarship Program
by Dr. Nang Sen Hom Saihkay

The SCA-UK Scholarships

Dr. Sao Ba Nyan Medical Student Bursary (2 x bursaries) 
This scholarship was named in honour of a well known Tai/Shan doctor, composer and leader, Dr. Sao Ba 
Nyan of Sipaw.

Nang Kham Gu Bursary 
This was named in honour of a well known female novelist who lived in the early 19th century in central 
Shan State, who wrote the Tai classic novel Khun Sarm Law and Nang Oo Pem.

Sao Garng Sor Bursary 
This was named in honour of a famous writer and poet, the father of the novelist Nang Kham Ku, who lived 
in the late 18th and early 19th century.

Sao Amat Luong Merng Nong Bursary
This was named after Sao Amat Luong Merng Nong, who was once chief minister for Saofa, ruling prince of 
Merng Nong in central Shan State, who was known for his scholarship in Buddhist studies and meditation.

Sao Saimong Mangrai Bursary
This was named after Sao Saimong Mangrai who was a renowned Shan/Tai scholar, historian and linguist 
from Keng Tung.

Eligibility Criteria
Applicants must meet below criteria to be eligible to apply for the scholarship.
• Students shall be of the nationality (ies) of the Shan State. 
• Students shall be able to provide evidence of being in need of funding to pursue higher education.
• Students shall be able to provide evidence of admission to university (i.e. acceptance letter or stu-
dent card), and provide a reference letter from local Shan Literary and Cultural Association from respective 
regions. 

SCA-UK also contacts Shan Literary and or Cultural Associations in Yangon, Mandalay, Magwee, Taunggyi 
and other major cities in Shan State and outside the state, to help the SCA-UK with the nomination process 
of suitable candidates for bursary.  Dr. Sai Sang Aik and Sai Kyaw Aye Win are main contact personnel in 



Yangon and Mandalay respectively, who also represent and assist SCA-UK for administration and delivering 
of bursary to students.

Making Applications

• Applicants must send a completed SCA-UK scholarship application form (see a sample blank appli-
cation form on subsequent pages) and the supporting document listed at the front of the application includ-
ing curriculum vitae (CV), achievements, ambitions, career plan and their extra curriculum activities.
• Application should be submit between January to March of each year and the application deadline is 
31th of March each year.  The next application deadline is 31st of March 2013.
• Scholarship covers one year only.
• Successful student may apply for grant in the following year with report of progression.

Awarding the Scholarships

The SCA-UK education project sub-committee hold a meeting to review the applications and select the suc-
cessful applicants mainly based on their eligibility, merits, potentials and needs.  Successful applicants will 
be notified between April and May of each year.  Each successful student will be awarded Kyats 30,000 per 
month towards their study expenses.  Scholarship will be awarded for 12 calendar months if they are able to 
provide an evidence (a reference letter from the association) of volunteering at any Shan literary and cultural 
association or at community activities that promote Shan culture and literature.  Scholarship is awarded for 
10 calendar months (academic term only) if the student is not able to provide evidence of such volunteering.

Sub-committee for SCA-UK Scholarship programs include Dr. Sai Tin Maung (Chairperson), Sao Sarm Pao 
@ Mrs Feraya Ullathorne (Vice-chairperson), Dr Sai Han (Vice-chairperson), Dr. Nang Nidarphorn (Secre-
tary), Nang Zune Pann Aye (Treasurer), Sai Mein (Public Relation Officer).

Responsibility of Scholarship holders

Scholarship holders must provide an annual report and exam result to be qualified for application of subse-
quent academic year.

For more information
Contact The Shan Cultural Association in the UK (SCA-UK)

25 Lathom Road, East Ham,London
E6 2DU, United Kingdom.  
Email: info@sca-uk.org.uk 













Shan lik loung in The Revealing Hidden Collections 
Project: an update

The Revealing Hidden Collections Project was 
started at the Bodleian Library Oxford just over one 
year ago. Funded by Dhammakaya International 
Society of the United Kingdom, it is a multi-part 
project the major component of which is the creation 
of an online catalogue of Shan lik loung manuscripts 
to be hosted by the Bodleian Library. The major 
part of the records that will comprise the catalogue 
will be of manuscripts recorded by the team in 
Maehongson headed by Professor Kate Crosby and 
Dr Jotika Khur Yearn in 2009. It will also include 
entirely new records of manuscripts currently held 
by the Bodleian Library itself. We also hope to 
integrate the catalogue of lik loung manuscripts in 
the Cambridge Scott Collection compiled in the 
1982-3 by Sao Saimong.

Progress over the last year has been mainly technical 
in nature. Before one can create a catalogue, one 
needs to decide what information is to be recorded 
and in what order, how these pieces of information 
will be stored and related to each other, and how 
they will be searched, recovered and displayed. 
There is a surprising amount of technical work to be 
done.

While computing and the WWW have transformed 

accessibility to all kinds of information even since 
Sao Saimong’s day, they have also created their own 
challenges. One of our greatest concerns has been to 
ensure the greatest degree of standardisation for our 
work in order to ensure the maximum accessibility 
to users when the catalogue is finished. We have 
been very fortunate that our work has coincided 
with a move by the Library of Congress to create an 
authoritative transliteration for the Shan script into 
the Roman alphabet. Library of Congress (LoC) 
transliterations tend to become the international 
standard and so it was important that we could take 
advantage of their work as we started the project. 
The LoC system was finalised by a consortium of 
scholars, including Dr Khur Yearn, in July of this 
year. (http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romanization/
shan.pdf)

A more difficult issue has been to find a usable 
font. There are quite a few Shan fonts being used 
nowadays, but as a first principle, and once again to 
ensure maximum standardisation and accessibility, 
we need to use a genuine Unicode Shan font. We 
have been considering Tharlon, Panglong, Yunghkio 
, Oursunicode, and Shanunicode1. More difficult 
has been finding a font that ‘renders’ properly on 
the web. Rendering is the process whereby one’s 



web browser interprets a font and displays it 
onscreen. A browser may not show all the letters 
correctly – or more likely, may not show particular 
letter combinations properly. The browser is also 
influenced by the OS (operating system) used by 
one’s computer. So we can appreciate that there is a 
complex interaction of different layers of software 
involved in this process. The best results to date 
are achieved using Chrome on Windows XP, but 
ideally we want a Unicode font that will render 
properly in at least two of the major web browsers 
(Internet Explorer, Chrome or Firefox), and it also 
makes sense that it should work for users of Apple 
Macintosh computers, not least because many 
scholars who are interested in Shan literature and 
culture use them! 

It has been a great boon to the project to have the 
support of Nance Cunningham (Chiang Mai) who 
has been able to advise the Project on some very 
technical aspects of fonts. Our search for a fully 
working Unicode Shan font continues, but in the 
meantime we are starting to map the combinations of 
Shan characters one by one to try and identify why 
some combinations do not render properly.

Finally, to the manuscripts themselves. The IT 
team at the Bodleian library has developed a 
special web-based cataloguing tool through which 
the details of each manuscript can be entered into 
the database that forms the core of the catalogue. 
This has been undergoing testing over the last few 
months. This will be used to input all the records 
made in Maehongson and also new records for the 
manuscripts held by the Bodleian itself. In the future 
it will also be used by other projects cataloguing 
manuscripts from other countries and cultures – so 
the Shan cataloguing project is also benefiting others 
through the tools that it creates.

The last few weeks have also seen the start of 
cataloguing of the Oxford lik loung mss. Dr Khur 
Yearn and I spent a very useful day in the Bodleian 
library in October entering records for three rolled 
book mss (pap kiñ). These were selected from mss 
that Dr Khur Yearn had reviewed late last year. The 
purpose for doing this was also about our technical 
testing. The catalogue system we have set up is very 

detailed, asking many questions about the form and 
content of each manuscript, but the records we have 
so far do not necessarily have all these details! So 
we were trying to create new records with as much 
detail as possible in order to fill in every aspect of 
the catalogue. This will then allow our IT developers 
to test the catalogue and begin to build the web 
interface that users of the catalogue will see online.

We focussed on three manuscripts: two of the 
same text, called Lik Phra Sao Paet and another 
with the title Dana Buddhawang atthakatha. The 
Lik Phra Sao Paet (likʻ phra savʻʺ pitʻ ʼaikʻ taṅʻ 
saṅʻ ʼaukʻ pukʻ pitʻ pā kauṅʻ mū suñʻ ta kuṅʻ 
phra ya khyiṅʻ cakʻ to yā catʻ khaṃ sā sattʻ thā 
na) are both beautifully illustrated, and the text 
explains the images which include buddhapāda (the 
Buddha’s footprint), former births of the Buddha, 
the Swedagon Pagoda and the Mahāmuni Buddha. 
Dana Buddhawang atthakatha (LoC transcription: 
tānaʺ pukʻ thaʺ vanʻ ʼathakāthā), a treatise on 
generosity, is the original text written by the author, 
but surprisingly even these manuscripts were not 
sufficient for testing purposes since sadly two 
of them had also lost their final pages where the 
colophon would be.

For this reason we will be meeting again to 
catalogue more manuscripts from Oxford in the 
weeks to come, and meanwhile the inputting by 
Dr Khur Yearn of the records already created in 
Maehongson can proceed. So the project really is at 
the start of a new stage in which we finally create 
our database of information about Shan lik loung 
mss. When that is complete we expect it to contain 
records of almost 2000 lik loung mss. As we work 
on this phase the next and final major stage of 
development will also begin and that is the creation 
of a working public interface through which anyone 
with access to the web will be able to search for and 
read about Shan lik loung manuscripts in the biggest 
single catalogue of this material in the world.

Dr Andrew Skilton
Project Manager, Revealing Hidden Collections



The most venerable Khuva Boonchum is one of 
the most highly respected and influential monks in 
today Tai/Shan Buddhist communities. He is one 
of the very few monks who has gained popularity 
and respect from communities across the borders, 
nations and ethnicities of Burma, China, Laos and 
Thailand. He is well known for solitary and serious 
meditation practice. He has also lived a unique way 
of life and touring missionary work. On 5th January 
2013, Khuva Boonchum will reach his 50th birth-
day anniversary and accordingly his followers have 
been busy with preparing for this special event in his 
honour.

In this article, I would like to present a brief biog-
raphy of Khuva Boonchum with special reference 
to his unique way of life and practising meditation 
that has influenced on Shan Buddhist communities 
and beyond. I shall also discuss his touring mission-
ary work that has earned him popularity and respect 
from people including senior monks and statesmen 
across the borders and nations, followed by the 

impact of political circumstances in Burma on his 
peaceful missionary works. Finally, I shall conclude 
that Khuva Boonchum has been an influential figure 
for the revival and reform of Shan Buddhism and 
culture.

To begin with, Khuva Boonchum is a Shan native 
of the Golden Triangle Region, who was born in Pa 
Maisak (Timberfield) village, Chiang Sean District, 
Northern Thailand. He has practised asceticism and 
meditation from an early age; he was also known for 
the revival of ‘holy man’ (ton bun, source of merit) 
tradition, which is common among Tai-speaking 
people of Northern Thailand, Northern Laos, South-
ern China and North-eastern Burma (Paul T. Cohen, 
2001). The long programme of his daily routine 
includes meditation on the Buddha (Buddhānussati), 
developing metta (loving kindness) and shar-
ing merit he accrued by with living creatures. His 
method and way of practising meditation can be seen 
in the program of his daily routine and practices as 
provided in his leaflet on meditation (2002).

In Honouring Our Spiritual Leader:
Fifty Years Journey of Khuva Boonchum

by Jotika Khur-Yearn (SOAS, University of London)

Khuva Boonchum’s Program of Practising
 Meditation

1. Recitation of the nine qualities of the Buddha in 
both Pali and Shan
2. Developing loving-kindness, metta, for one’s 
self and all living creatures (developing metta itself is a 
type of meditation, usually it is regarded as concentrated, 
samatha, meditation) 
3. Setting up the feeling of samvega (Reflection on 
the 8 kinds of samvega, namely, birth, old age, disease, 
death, miserable realms (apaaya), the suffering in the 
past, the suffering in the future and the suffering that one 
has to work for daily living) 
4. Practising insight, vipassana, meditation
5. Sharing merit accrued hereby and before with all 
living creatures. 

(From Khuva Boonchum’s leaflet publication, 2002)



One should note from the programme that the ritual 
of sharing merit is one of the most important things 
in Khuva Boonchum’s way of practice. While the 
ritual of sharing merit is common in Theravada 
Buddhist communities, Khuva Boonchum has his 
own significant way of practising it. As the ritual is 
usually accompanied with the practice of pouring 
water, Khuva Boonchum always carries a water jug 
with him. Therefore, for him, a water jug seems to 
be as important as other monk’s requisites, such as 
robes, alms bowl and medicine. Hence, in almost all 
of his photos he is seen carrying with a water jug in 
his hand and bag of alms bowl on his shoulder. This 

is also another reason to claim his way of practice is 
following the Bodhisattva ideal. It is customary that 
on the walls of Shan monasteries there are hang-
ing paintings depicting scenes from the Vessantara 
Jātaka, which relates the last former life of Gotama 
Buddha, picturing the scenes of his pouring water 
to share the merit accrued from giving away his 
belongings including his beloved white elephant, 
children and wife. In addition, Khuva Boonchum has 
also created his own formula for the sharing of merit 
and it is widely used beyond the Shan Buddhist com-
munities.

Khuva Boonchum’s Words of Sharing Merit in Shan

Kuso mi ti nai, mi yai mi nam, hao kha sara taka, lai sang parami ma, lai saen kam pha, tang seing tang long 
nai, zeim phi zeim sang, zeim sat zeim kon, we ne ya sattawa, nai zakkawale, ananta zakkawale, tang seing, 
khaen taw, hom hom zom zom, sathu anumotana, lai hap kuso phawn li, pheing peing kan seing seing, se 
kam luoi tan aw. Sathu sathu sathu. (Three Times)
Dana myat, sila myat, bhavana myat, hao zao kha, tang seing tang long, ya tok hong tok hai, phi him am lai, 
kon him am lai, sat ta wa him am lai, yawn phak phang wai, nai mak ho zai hao kha, taw tao hawt, ti yawt 
ser sa, amata, nibbana, ti kat yein, se kam luoi ta naw… sadhu, sadhu, sadhu.

English Translation

Here there is so much merit that we have accrued from our fulfilment of the Perfections for hundreds of 
thousands of innumerable worlds. Let all gods, Brahmas, human beings and all kinds of creatures delight-
edly acquire the result of this merit equally. Let us rejoice!
May all the results of our noble generosity, morality, and meditation be firmly with us in our hearts; may no 
one, human beings nor gods, can take them away, until we reach the highest happiness and immortality of 
Nibbana. Let us rejoice! 

(From the Oxford Buddha Vihara’s Chanting Book)

Khuvan Boonchum’s chanting has spread far and 
wide. Remarkably, his formula of sharing merit in 
Shan (above) has become a nationwide formula of 
chanting in Shan Buddhist communities since the 
last decade. Before that, the Shan Buddhists used 
various formulas for sharing merit. Nowadays, 
Khuva Boonchum’s formulas of chanting are not 
only recited by the Shan-speaking people but also by 
non-Shan speakers. For example, monks and devo-
tees of the Oxford Buddha Vihara, most of whom 
are non-Shan speakers, recite Khuva Boonchum’s  
chanting, including the formula of sharing merit in 

Shan (Roman script).

Khuva Boonchum also gained popularity and respect 
for his touring missionary work propagating the 
Buddha’s teachings in many countries, such as Bur-
ma, Thailand, China, Laos, India, Nepal and Bhutan. 
Mainly he attracted a mass following in the Mekong 
region, including Thailand’s high-ranking officials 
and veteran politicians such as former Thai Prime 
ministers Chartchai Choonhavan, Chuan Leekpai 
and Gen Chavalit Yongchaiyudh (Bangkok Post, 7th 
January 2007). In Bhutan, he received special holy 
offering and support from the Crown Prince Jigme 



Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck. In Burma, particularly 
in Shan State, he is highly regarded as a ‘spiritual 
leader’ by all class of local people, including monks, 
high-ranking politicians and businessmen.

However, at time his mission was also interfered 
by the Burmese junta’s government officials, as his 
apparent sincerity was undermined by subsequent 
events. For example, in 2004, with suspicion of 
political involvement, the Burmese authorities sus-
pended Khuva Boonchum’s wandering ascetic life-
style to confine him to his monastery, Wat Phra Dhat 
Don Rueng Temple near the Golden Triangle. Due to 
such several incidents and worsening climate, Khuva 
Boonchum left Wat Phrat Dhat Don Rueng, which he 
had made his monastic kingdom since 1977. 

Since he left his monastery, Wat Phra Dhat Don 
Rueng, he spent a couple of years in Bhutan, the 
country he used to live in for practising meditation 
and doing missionary work since his early years. He 
returned to Thailand in early 2006, staying in the 
areas near the Golden Triangle, just on the other side 
of Wat Phra Dhat Don Rueng. This has made it pos-
sible again for his devotees from Shan State/Burma, 
Laos and China to visit him more regularly. For ex-
ample, on his 44th birthday, the 5th of January 2007, 
thousands of Buddhists from China, Laos, Burma 
and Thailand flocked to a 40-rai land plot dedicated 
to the religious ceremony in Mae Rua village in Mae 
Chan district (Bangkok Post, 7th January 2007).

In honouring Khuva Boonchum and inspiration 
of his missionary work, many of his devotees and 
followers have built pagodas and temples under his 
leadership and inauguration. These include Wat Sri 
Don Rueang at ‘Mueang Pong’ near Golden Trian-
gle, Phrat That Senwi in Northern Shan State, the 

Khuva Boonchum Buddhagaya Tai Temple in Bodh-
gaya, India, to name a few.

On the 5th January 2013, Khuva Boonchum will 
reach his 50th birthday anniversary. To mark this 
auspicious occasion, his devotees have been busy 
with organising various events of noble activities 
in his honour. The venerable himself has been in 
a solitary retreat in the Rajagrha cave in Lampang 
Province, northern Thailand since April 2010; he is 
determined to complete a three-years three-months 
three-weeks and three-days retreat. He observes 
total silence while in retreat but answers dhamma 
questions in writing when one is put to him (Dham-
mawiki, online accessed 2.12.12). Venerable Dr 
Khammai Dhammasami, the abbot of the Oxford 
Buddha Vihara, who has great respect and admira-
tion for Khuva Boonchum, has led his devotees 
and well wishers to mark this special occasion by 
publishing the Dhammapada in many languages and 
to print some of the revised Tipitaka books in Tai, 
the Nak-Tham textbooks translated into Tai and the 
dictionary of Tai-Thai.

In brief, the life of Khuva Boonchum is extraordi-
nary. On the one hand, he has lived his life as a for-
est meditation monk, but on the other hand, he is an 
influential figure for the revival and reform of Shan 
Buddhism and culture. He is highly respected by 
many across the borders and nations.

On this auspicious occasion of 50th birthday anni-
versary of Khuva Boonchum, may I pray and wish 
for our Most Venerable to have a healthy and long 
life!

Reference:

Bangkok Post’s website, bangkokpost.com on 11 January 2007 (online archive, accessed 2.12.12). 

Dhammawiki: http://dhammawiki.com/index.php?title=Khuva_Boonchum online accessed 2.12.12.

Khuva Bunchum Yanasangvaro, 2002, Tarabhavana Tah Hawt Nibban (the teaching of mental development for the attainment of 
Nibbana).

Oxford Buddha Vihara’s Chanting Book.

Paul T. Cohen, 2001: “Buddhism Unshackled: The Yuan ‘Holy Man’ Tradition and the Nation-State in the Tai World” in the Jour-
nal of Southeast Asian Studies, 32 (2), pp. 227-247. 



The Shan Community Welfare Association of Mandalay (or The Mandalay Shan Community Welfare As-
sociation) is the pioneer of Shan Association of its kind within and outside Shan States in history.  One of 
its biggest contributions to Shan/ Tai culture and identity is its reinvention of the celebration of Pi Mai Tai 
(Shan New Year) in 1991 and its continuous promotion to embed Pi Mai Tai celebration as part of Tai cul-
ture since then.  Over the years more and more Shan and Tai community have followed this and Pi Mai Tai 
is indeed the important cultural celebration for all Shan and Tai worldwide in the 21st Century.

The Mandalay Shan Community Welfare Association (Since 1972)
by Dr. Nang Sen Hom Saihkay

The birth of Mandalay Shan Community Welfare 
Association

Mandalay traditionally has long standing history 
as one of the most important trading centres of the 
union of Myanmar.  It is one of the main trading 
hubs for the goods from Northern and Southern Shan 
States as well as from Northern part of Myanmar 
where Tai Leng and Tai Khamhti live.  Traditionally, 
Shan people from all different part of Shan States 
have travelled to Mandalay mainly for Business and 
also for some other reasons including education and 
social visits.   Over the year, many Shan migrated 
and settled in Mandalay.  

In old days, houses of big Shan/ Tai merchants not 
only accommodated Shan people visiting Manda-
lay, but also served as meeting points for people 
from different parts of Shan States.  In 1970, a Shan 
visitor passed away at a Shan host’s house during 
his trip to Mandalay.  Then everyone around there 
helped with informing relatives of the death, as well 
as arranging funeral as per Shan Tradition.  After 
the funeral, they had realised that it was time to 
start having a welfare association to help each other 
among Shan who live in Mandalay and also to help 
people from Shan States visiting Mandalay.

In 1972, the first Shan Association was founded in 
Mandalay as “Shan Women Welfare Association”.  
The word “women” was intentionally included in 
the association name, in order to avoid the politi-
cal implications, unwanted attentions and not to be 
misunderstood with ethnic activist organisations at 
the time.  All members, women and men of all ages, 
have dedicated to all Shan welfare activities and all 
traditional and religious celebrations for Shan peo-

ple reside in Mandalay per Shan culture.  In 1982, 
a sibling/ brother association was founded by the 
bread makers/ gents of the Shan households, which 
was named as “Kanbawza Dhama Centre Associa-
tion” to assist the welfare activities of the “Shan 
Women Welfare Association”. In the same year, both 
associations discussed and decided to unit as one as-
sociation, which has become the “Shan Community 
Welfare Association of Mandalay”.  The association 
has had many members with high level educations, 
very rich knowledge and a variety of talents in a 
very broad area.  

Organisational Structure and mode of operation

Since then in 1982, the organisational structure, poli-
cies and system have been established in place.  A 
new executive committee, chairman, president and 



vice president of the association have been elected 
every 4 years via public voting process by registered 
members of the association.  The association had 
rented an office space at the corner of 32nd x 81st 
Streets and employed a paid full time administrator.  
All welfare related activities, cultural and religious 
celebrations of all kinds either at members’ homes 
or Dhamma Centres were carried out as and when 
required/ appropriate.  

Fund raising for an association’s own land
Over the years, members had realised that it will 
benefit to have the association’s own land where its 
office, temples, Dhamma Hub, banquet hall with ca-
tering kitchen and facilities for all celebrations, and 
accommodation for the visiting monks and pilgrims 
from Shan States could all be located.  
All members have dedicated to and actively worked 
towards raising fund to buy the association own 
property.  Traditionally, members have raised fund 
through family and friends from all different com-
munities, business associates and everyone they 
know or the potential donors.  Funds were also 
raised via carol singing (Toak Sue) visits on Shan 
National Day and a staged celebration with some 
talks and discussions on Shan history.
On 13 December 1991, The Mandalay Shan Welfare 

Association purchased a land “lot 794, number 11 to 
20”, an area of 2.468 Acres with Kyats 4,983,750.00.

Re-invention of Pi Mai Tai celebration as per Tai 
lunar calendar 
In the same year, Loong Tzai Saihkay from the Shan 
Welfare Association of Mandalay has re-invented the 
celebration of Pi Mai Tai (Shan New Year) celebra-
tion as per Tai/ Shan lunar calander, which is be-
ing widely celebrated by Shan/ Tai nationwide and 
worldwide today.  
Since the re-invention of Tai/ Shan New Year in 
1991, Shan New Year celebration is the main event 
of the year for the association.  Each year, members 
divide into a few different groups of Shan youth led 
by senior members to go on a New Year carol sing-
ing (Pi Mai Toak Su) every single evening for 30 
days before the actual New Year Eves.  It is ensured 
Toak Sue visit is made to homes of all members, 
their friends and family – Shan or non-Shan, and 
associates all over and outskirt of Mandalay.  On the 
New Year Eves, a great food was served to all festi-
val comers at the association own property and a va-
riety of traditional and modern Shan  entertainment 
is staged and showcase, until the mid night when the 
firework is displayed while New Years wishes were 
cheered.  The festival goes on until the early hour.

Developments of community facilities on associations’ own land and further projects

After obtaining the association’s own land, members have continued raising fund through aforementioned 
traditional methods through family, friends and associate as well as from Pi Mai Tai events.  Using these 
funds, members were able to build the following on the association’s own land. 
1. Temple and a Dhamma Centre for all religious celebrations 
2. Accommodation for visiting monks
3.  All purpose Banquet Hall 
4. Undertaking Building for arranging and processing of funerals
5.  Catering kitchen 
6. Bathroom and facilities
7. Accommodation for pilgrims from Shan States
8. 2 tennis courts for sport events
When not in use for association’s events, the banquet 
hall is hired to all different events, including confer-
ences, examinations by different educational insti-
tutes, wedding receptions and other social events, 
and the tennis courts are also hired out per session.  

These generate further funding for the association 
for maintenance of ongoing projects as well as for 
future projects.  The Mandalay Shan Welfare As-
sociation has also applied for a land which could be 
used as Shan Cemetery in Mandalay. 



Conclusion:  The Highlights
    
Mandalay Shan Welfare Association has many great things to be appreciated and credited for.  It is:

1. The only association of its kind outside and within Shan States in history
2. 40 years old (including the 10 year operation as Shan Women Welfare association years) and still 
going strong, dedicated to all Shan people in its immediate community, and progressing in strengthening the 
Shan people’s identity, reviving and maintaining Tai/ Shan cultures at any opportunity throughout it’s life in 
any circumstances (even at the most difficult times)
3. the Shan Association that has made one of the most significant contributions to Shan culture and 
Shan identity through its reinvention and relentless cultural promotion to celebrate Pi Mai Tai (Shan New 
Year) since 1991, which is followed by all other Shan/ Tai and which has become the most important cel-
ebration for all Shan and Tai worldwide in the 21st Century.

The current president of Mandalay Shan Welfare 
Association is Loong Tzai Pang Hseng who has been 
in his presidential role since 2010. Members and 
executive committees have always aim to strengthen 

the identity of Shan people and the long term benefit 
for the Shan community.  The association has also 
welcomed any one from Shan States and Tai/ Shan 
who wants to join it. 

Dr Nang Sen Hom Saihkay gained her PhD from King’s College London, U. of London. She is currently 
working for Bio Products Laboratory Ltd as a Clinical Study Manager.
The opinions and views expressed in this piece are the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect SCA-
UK’s editorial policy. 

Sao Shwe Taik, Saopha Yawnghwe, the 50th death Anniversary: A commemorative service 
at Oxford Buddha Vihara, Oxford, November 2012 

Sao Shwe Taik, Saopha Yawnghwe, (1894 – 1962)



Prominent Shan (Tai) leader and the Union of     
Burma’s first president. Educated at the Shan Chief’s 
School in Taunggyi, he served in the British army 
for 20 years and in 1927 was chosen as successor to 
his uncle sawbwa of Yaunghwe by the state’s council 
of ministers. After World War II, he initially op-
posed the policy of Prime Minister Clement Attlee’s     
government to merge Burma Proper with the Fron-
tier Areas in an independent Burma, but compro-
mises reached with Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom 
League President Aung San at the Paunglong Con-
ference of February 1947 persuaded him to sign the 
agreement that concluded the historic conference. 
He served as president of the Union of Burma from 
1948 to 1952. From 1952 to 1960, he was speaker 
of the upper house of parliament, the Chamber of 

Nationalities. An advocate of reform and moderniza-
tion in the Shan States, he endorsed the formal relin-
quishment of authority by the sawbwas to the Shan 
State government in 1959, but also played an impor-
tant role in the Federal Movement. When General 
Ne Win seized power and shut down parliamentary 
government in March 1962, Sao Shwe Taik’s house 
in Rangoon (Yangon) was surrounded by troops, and 
his youngest son was killed. He died at Insein Jail 
under ambiguous circumstances in November 1962.

(From History Dictionary of Burma by Donald M. 
Seekins) 

 



တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း1 

ၵႂၢမ်းငဝ်ႈ 

ၵဵဝ်ႇလူၺ်ႈတႆးလမ် ပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးၸုမ်းၼိုင်ႈ ၸိူဝ်းယူႇတၢင်းဝႅတ်ႉၼၢမ်းပွတ်းႁွင်ႇၼၼ်ႉ တႆးႁဝ်းၼႂ်း 
မိူင်းတႆးတတႁူႉၸၵ်းၼမ်တၵႇၵႃႈႁုိဝ်ဢမ်ႇႁူႉလႆႈ၊ ၵႆွးတပႃးလၢတ်ႈထိုင်ၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်း “တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း” 
ၼႆ ယုမ်ႇယမ်ဝႃႈ ၵမ်ႈပႃႈၼမ်တတယၢမ်ႈယိၼ်းယၢမ်ႈထွမ်ႇယူႇ၊ တီႈတဢႇသုတ်းတၵႃႈ 
လမ်ႇတူၼ်းမၼ်း (Tune or melody) ၵႂၢမ်းဢၼ်ဝႃႈ “ၼူၼ်းႁၢင်ႈလီ ပီႈၸၢႆးႁဝ်း…”  ၼႆၼၼ်ႉယူႇ 
[ၵႂၢမ်းၼႆႉ ပဵၼ်ၽႂ်ႁွင်ႉၽႂ်တႅမ်ႈ ဢမ်ႇတွင်းယဝ်ႉ]။ ၽူႈႁွင်ႉဢဝ် လမ်ႇတူၼ်းမၼ်းမႃးႁွင်ႉလၢႆလၢႆၵူၺ်း 
ဢမ်ႇလႆႈဢဝ်ၼိူဝ်ႉၵႂၢမ်း မၼ်းမႃးၸွမ်း။ ဝၢႆးမႃး မီးၵႂၢမ်းထႅင်ႈႁူဝ်ၼိုင်ႈ ၸိုဝ်ႈဝႃႈ “တႆးႁဝ်းၽၢတ်ႇမိူင်း” 
ဢၼ်ၵိုၼ်းၸိူင်းသႅၼ်တႅမ်ႈ ႄလႈၼၢင်းမူဝ်မူဝ်ၶမ်းတဢးႁွင်ႉၼၼ်ႉ တင်းလမ်ႇႄလႈၼိူဝ်ႉၵႂၢမ်းမၼ်း 
ငၢႆးၵၼ်တင်းၵႂၢမ်း တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်းၼၼ်ႉယူႇ။ ၵွႆးတီႈပွင်ႇမၼ်း ဢမ်ႇမိူၼ်ၵၼ်လီ။  

ၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်း “တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း” ၼႆႉတႆးႁဝ်းၵူၺ်းႁၼ်ဝႃႈ တူၼ်းလမ်ႇမၼ်းလီထွမ်ႇၼႆတသ 
သူင်ႁွင်ႉသူင်ထွမ်ႇၵၼ်ၵွႆးတသတႃႉ၊ တႃႇပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ် ၸိူဝ်းယၢၼ်မိူင်း တီႈၾင်ႉႁူၵ်ႉၾင်တႁႇတသ 
လႆႈၶၢႆႉၵႂႃႇယူႇတၢင်ႇဝၢၼ်ႈတၢင်ႇမိူင်းၶဝ်ႄတႉ သွၼ်ႇပဵၼ်ၵႂၢမ်းၸိူဝ်ႉၸၢတ်ႈ ၵႂၢမ်းသင်ႇလၢတ်ႈထိုင် 
လုၵ်ႈလၢၼ် ႁႂ်ႈႁူႉပိုၼ်းဝႃႈ တႆးလမ်ယၢမ်ႈမီးဝၢၼ်ႈမီးမိူင်း၊ ပူႇမွၼ်ႇၼၢႆးယႃႈလႆႈသၢင်ႈဝၢၼ်ႈမိူင်းဝႆႉ၊ 
ယွၼ်ႉလူၺ်ႈလွင်ႈတႆးဢမ်ႇၽွမ်ႉသဵင်ပဵင်းပၢၵ်ႇၵၼ်တသ လႆႈသုမ်းဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းၸိူဝ်းၼၼ်ႉယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 
ဝႃႈၵၼ်ဝႃႈ တႆးလမ်ၸိူဝ်းတူၵ်းမိူင်းၵႆၸိူဝ်းၼၼ်ႉ တပႃးလႆႈယိၼ်းၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်းၼႆႉမိူဝ်ႈလႂ် ၼမႉ်တႃၸိုမ်း 
ယိုင်ႈႁူၺ်ႇတႃႇတသႇၼႆႉယဝ်ႉ။ ၵွပ်ႈၼၼ် တႆးၼႂ်းမိူင်းတႆးႁဝ်းတၵႃႈ ဢမ်ႇထုၵ်ႇလီထွမ်ႇဢဝ်ပဵၼ် 
တၢင်းတပေႃႇတၢင်းမူၼ်ႈလၢႆလၢႆၵွႆး ထုၵ်ႇလီမီးတၢင်းႁူႉ ႁႃတီႈပွင်ႇ ႁူႉတီႈမႃး ၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်းၼႆႉၵွႆးဢမ်ႇၵႃး 
လူဝ်ႇၶဝ်ႈၸႂ် ႁၼ်ၸႂ် ၼႅင်ၸႂ်ၸွမ်းပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ်ၶဝ်တသ ဢဝ်မႃးပဵၼ်တၶႃႈၾၢင်ႉ ပၼ်သတိတႆးႁဝ်း 
ယႃႇႁႂ်ႈလႆႈၼႅင်ၸ်ႂၼင်ႇပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ်ၶဝ်ၼၼ်ႉယူႇ။ 

ပိုၼ်းၵႅပ်ႈတႆးလမ် သိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈထႆး 

ပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆး ၸိူဝ်းယူႇၼႂ်းဝႅတ်ႉၼၢမ်းပွတ်းႁွင်ႉၼၼ်ႉ ယွၼ်ႉလူၺ်ႈတီႈယူႇသဝ်း၊ သီသိူဝ်ႈၶူဝ်းတသ 
ႁူႉၸၵ်းၵၼ်ဝႃႈ တႆးလမ်၊ တႆးၶၢဝ် တႆးလႅင်လႂ်ၸိူဝ်းၼႆႉယူႇ။ တီႈတႆးယူႇၼၼ်ႉ ၵမ်ႈၼမ်ႁွင်ႉဝႃႈ 
သိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈတႆး (သိပ်းသွင်ၸူႇတႆး)။ ယုမ်ႇၵၼ်ဝႃႈ ထၢဝ်ႉသူင်း ဢွၼ်ဢဝ်တႆး 
လုၵ်ႉတၢင်းလၢၼ်ႉၸဝ်ႈတသ ပၢႆႈၶဝ်ႈမႃးယူႇ ၼႂ်းသိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈတႆး ၸဵမ်မိူဝ်ႈသွင်ႁဵင်းပီပူၼ်ႉမႃး 
ၼၼ်ႉၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ တီႈတႆးယူႇၸိူဝ်းၼၼ်ႉ ယွၼ်ႉလူၺ်ႈမီးလွႆသုင်ၼမ်ႄလႈ လႅၼ်လိၼ်လွႆမိုၼ်ႇယွတ်ႈ 
ၼႆတၵႃႈဝႃႈယဝ်ႉ။ ၼႂ်းသိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈတႆးၼႆႉ မီးထုင်ႉပဵင်းယႂ်ႇၵႂၢင်ႈ ဢၼ်ၽုၵ်ႇသွမ်ႈလႆႈ 4 ထုင်ႉ၊ 1) 
ထုင်ႉမိူင်းတလႃး 2) ထုင်ႉမိူင်းထၢၼ် 3) ထုင်ႉမိူင်းတိူၵ်း 4) ထုင်ႉမိူင်းထႅင် ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ ထုင်ႉမိူင်းတလႃး 
လဵၵ်ႉတသတႃႉ မူိဝ်ႈၵွၼ်ႇပဵၼ်သုၼ်ၵၢင်ၽွင်းငမ်း။ ဝၢႆးမႃး ၶုၼ်လၢၼ်ႉၸိူင်း လုၵ်ႈၶုၼ်တလႃး 
ၶၢႆႉမႃးယူႇထုင်ႉမိူင်းထႅင်တသ ႄတႇၼၼ်ႉမႃး မိူင်းထႅင်တၵႃႈ ပဵၼ်သုၼ်ၵၢင်သိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈတႆး 
                                                            
1 ထႆးတႅမ်ႈ “ไทด าร าพนั” (ထႆးၻမ်းရမ်းၽၼ်း) 



ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ မိူင်းသိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈတႆးၼႆႉ ယူႇႁူမ်ႈၵၼ်လူမ်လူမ်ၼင်ႇၸဝ်ႈၾႃႉၼႂ်းမိူင်းတႆးႁဝ်း၊ 
ဝၢင်ပွၵ်ႈလွတ်ႈလႅဝ်း၊ ဝၢင်ၽဝ်ႇတၵႃႈယူႇတႂ်ႈဝႅတ်ႉၼၢမ်း၊ လၢဝ်း ႄလႈထႆးၽွင်း။ 

ထိုင်မႃး ပၢႆ 19 ၸူဝ်ႈပၢၵ်ႇပီ ဝႅတ်ႉၼၢမ်းႄလႈလၢဝ်းတူၵ်းတႂ်ႈမိုဝ်းၾရင်ႇသဵတ်ႈတသ သိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈ 
တႆးတၵႃႈပႃးၵႂႃႇ။ ဝၢႆးသိုၵ်းၵမ်ႇၽႃႇပွၵ်ႈသွင်ယဝ်ႉ ဝႅတ်ႉမိၼ်း (Viet Minh) ဢၼ်ႁူဝ်ႇၵေီႇမိၼ်း 
ဢွၼ်ႁူဝ်ၼၼ်ႉ ႁူၺ်းဢဝ်တႆးလုၵ်ႉၽိုၼ်ႉၾရင်ႇသဵတ်ႈ။ ၾရင်ႇသဵတ်ႈတၵႃႈ တွပ်ႇႄၵႈလူၺ်ႈ 
တင်ႈမိူင်းတႆးႁူမ်ႈတုမ်ၸိုဝ်ႈဝႃႈ “16 ၸဝ်ႈတႆး” (Federation Tai) ပၼ်ၵႂၢမ်းမၼ်ႈဝႃႈ တပႃးႄပႉယဝ်ႉ 
တတတင်ႈပဵၼ်မိူင်းတႆးလွတ်ႈလႅဝ်း ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ ႁဵတ်းၼၼ်တသ တႆးတႅၵ်ႇပဵၼ်သွင်ၾၢႆႇ၊ ယူႇတင်း 
ၾၢႆႇဝႅတ်ႉမိၼ်း ႄလႈၾရင်ႇသဵတ်ႈတသတိုၵ်းၵၼ်ၶိုၼ်း။ ၼႂ်းပၢင်တိုၵ်းမိူင်းထႅင် (Dien Bien Phu) ပီ 
1953 ၼၼ်ႉ ၾရင်ႇသဵတ်ႈၵၢၼ်ႉႄလႈ သိုၵ်းတႆးၾၢႆႇၾရင်ႇသဵတ်ႈၸိူဝ်းထုၵ်ႇတိလႆႈၼၼ်ႉတၵႃႈ 
ထုၵ်ႇဝႅတ်ႉမိၼ်းႁႅမ်တၢႆ 4500 ပၢႆၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ တင်ႈဢဝ်ပီ 1953-54 
တႆးလမ်လႆႈဢွၼ်ၵၼ်ဢွၵ်ႇပၢႆႈၵႂႃႇယူႇ ၼႂ်းမိူင်းလၢဝ်းတင်းၼမ်။ ထိုင်ပီ 1975 
မိူင်းလၢဝ်းတႅၵ်ႇထႅင်ႈႄလႈ တႆးလမ်လႆႈဢွၼ်ၵၼ်ပၢႆႈၶဝ်ႈ မိူင်းထႆး ပဵၼ်ၽူႈပၢႆႈတၽးတသ 
ဝၢႆးမႃးလႆႈၶၢႆႉၵႂႃႇယူႇၼႂ်းမိူင်းဢတမႇရိၵႃး ႄလႈလၢႆလၢႆမူိင်းၼႂ်းဝၼ်းတူၵ်း တတႃႇႁၢၼ်ႉၼႆႉယဝ်ႉ။ 

ဢၼ်လီသူၼ်ၸႂ်ႄလႈလီတၶႃးၶူမ်တႃႇပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ် ၸိူဝ်းတူၵ်းတၢင်ႇဝၢၼ်ႈတၢင်ႇမိူင်းၼၼ်ႉႄတႉ 
ပဵၼ်လွင်ႈၾိင်ႈထုင်းပၢင်ၸႃႉ။ တႆးလမ်ၼႆႉ ၵမ်ႈၼမ်ၶဝ်ဢမ်ႇလႆႈပဵၼ်ႇသႃႇသၼႃႇမိူၼ်တႆး 
တၢင်ႇၸုမ်း၊ ၶဝ်ယင်းတိုၵ်ႉယုမ်ႇယမ်ၽီပူႇမွၼ်ႇၼၢႆးယႃႈ ၼင်ႇတႆးမိူဝ်ႈၵွၼ်ႇယူႇ။ ဢႃႈပုမ်ႇ 
လွင်ႈတၵႃႇၸငဝ်ႈပိုင်း ၵမ်ႇၽႃႇ (Creation Myth)၊ လွင်ႈၵူၼ်းႁဝ်းႄတႇႁဵတ်းႁိုဝ်ပဵၼ်မႃးၸိူဝ်းၼႆႉ 
တႆးလမ်ၶဝ်တိုၵ်ႉမီးယူႇ။ ၾိင်ႈ “မွၵ်ႇတၢင်း” ၶႂၼ်ငဝ်းၵူၼ်းတၢႆ ႁႂ်ႈမိူဝ်းႁိၼူ်း၊ ပပ်ႉလိၵ်ႈ 
“ၵႂၢမ်းသူင်ႇၽီတၢႆ ၶိုၼ်ႈမိူင်းၾႃႉ (Book of the Dead)2” ၸိူဝ်းၼႆႉ ၶဝ်တိုၵ်ႉႁဵတ်းၸွမ်းယူႇ။ 
တပႃးတႆးလမ် ၸိူဝ်းပၢႆႈၵႂႃႇယူႇ မိူင်းဝၼ်းတူၵ်းၸိူဝ်းၼၼ်ႉတၢႆၼႆ ၶဝ်မွၵ်ႇတၢင်းၶႂၼ်ငဝ်းၼၼ်ႉ 
ႁႂ်ႈၶီႇႁိဝူ်းဝိၼ်ၵႂႃႇလူင်း မိူင်းထႆးယဝ်ႉ သိုပ်ႇၶီႇၵႃးၵႂႃႇဝဵင်းၼွင်ၶၢႆး လႅၼ်လိၼ်ထႆးလၢဝ်း၊ 
ၶၢမ်ႈၼမ်ႉၶွင်ယဝ်ႉ လတ်းၵႂႃႇၸွမ်းဝဵင်း ၸွမ်းလွႆ ႁႂ်ႈထိုင်သိပ်းသွင်ၸဝ်ႈတႆး၊ 
သိုပ်ႇၵႂႃႇတီႈၼမ်ႉတူၵ်းတၢတ်ႇၽီၽၢႆး ဢၼ်ပဵၼ်လႅၼ်လိၼ် မိူင်းၵူၼ်းႄလႈ မိူင်းၾႃႉ၊ 
ပဵၼ်တၢင်းၶဝ်ႈမိူင်းထႅၼ်။ တီႈၼၼ်ႈ ၶႂၼ်ငဝ်းၵူၼ်းတၢႆၼၼ်ႉ တတလႆႈထူပ်း ၽယႃးထႅၼ်တသ 
လႆႈယူႇၼႂ်းမိူင်းၾႃႉၸွမ်းၽယႃးထႅၼ် ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ ၾိင်ႈထုင်းၸိူင်ႉၼႆ ၼႂ်းတႆးႁဝ်း 
ထုၵ်ႇၾိင်ႈထုင်းၵႃးလႃး၊ ၾိင်ႈထုင်းမၢၼ်ႈ ဢၼ်မႃးၸွမ်းပုတ်ႉထသႃႇသၼႃႇ ယႃႉလႅဝ် 

                                                            
2 ၾိင်ႈမွၵ်ႇတၢင်းၼႆႉ ပဵၼ်တၢင်းယုမ်ႇယမ်ၵဝ်ႇတၵႇဢၼ်ၼိုင်ႈတၵႃႈဝႃႈလႆႈ။ ပပ်ႉမွၵ်ႇတၢင်းၵူၼ်းတၢႆ (Book of 
the Dead) ဢၼ်ၸုိဝ်ႈယႂ်ႇႄလႈပိူၼ်ႈႁူႉၸၵ်းၼမ်ၼႆႉပဵၼ်ၶွင်ဢီႇၵေပိ်ႉ (Egypt) မိူဝ်ႈၵွၼ်ႇ 
ႄတႇၸ်ႂႉမႃးၸဵမ်မူိဝ်ႈ 3500 ပူၼ်ႉမႃးၼၼ်ႉယဝ်ႉ။ ၼႂ်းပပ်ႉၼၼ်ႉ မီးၵႃႇထႃႇ ၵႂၢမ်းတွပ်ႇႄလႈၽႅၼ်တီႈ 
တႃႇၸ်ႂႉၼႂ်းၶၢဝ်းတၢင်းၶႂၼ်ငဝ်းတၽးရူဝ်း (Pharaoh) ႁႂ်ႈပူၼ်ႉမူိင်းၵူၼ်းတၢ ႆ(Underworld) လႆႈ။ 



ဢူမ်ဢိုၼပ်ႅတ်ႈမူတ်းယဝ်ႉႄလႈ ၵွပ်ႈၼၼ် တပႃးၶႂ်ႈႁူႉၾိင်ႈထုင်းတႆး၊ တၢင်းယုမ်ႇတႆး(သႃႇသၼႃႇ) 
မိူဝ်ႈၵွၼ်ႇ ဢၼ်ႄတႉမၼ်းပဵၼ်ႁိုဝ် ၼႆၸိုင် လူဝ်ႇလႆႈႁဵၼ်းႁူႉဢဝ်တီႈ ပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ်ၶဝ်ယဝ်ႉ3။  

လွင်ႈပဵၼ်မႃး ၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်းတႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း 

ၵႂၢမ်းတႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်းၼႆႉ ယုမ်ႇၵၼ်ဝႃႈ လႆႈတႅမ်ႈမိူဝ်ႈပီ 1969၊ 15 ပီ လိုၼ်းလင်တႆးလမ် 

လႆႈၽၢတ်ႇမိူင်း။ ငဝ်ႈတိုၼ်းမၼ်းၼၼ်ႉ ၵႉ ဝိသဵတ်ႇ (ก. วิเสส) ပဵၼ်ၽူႈႁွင်ႉ (ဢွၵ်ႇသဵငဝ်ႃႈ တၵႃး 

ဝိသဵတ်ႇ၊ ၸိုဝ်းႄတႉပဵၼ်  กนัตงั ราดปากดี)။ တၵႃး ဝိသဵတ်ႇ ပဵၼ်ၵူၼ်းဝၢၼ်ႈသီၶႆး၊ ဝဵင်းၸၼ်၊ 
မိူင်းလၢဝ်း။ မၼ်းၶဝ်ႈပဵၼ်သိုၵ်းဢႃးၵၢတ်ႇ (သိုၵ်းႁိဝူ်းဝိၼ်) တသ ဝၢႆးမႃးပဵၼ်ၽူႈႁွင်ႉၵႂၢမ်း 

ၼႂ်းၸုမ်းတွႆႇတိုင်ႈ ရၢပ်ႉဢႃးၵၢတ်ႇဝင်းဝဵင်း (ราบอากาดวงัเวยีง) ဢၼ်ၽၼ်းဢဵၵ်ႇပႅင်း (พนัเอกแพง 
เก้ียวสุวติั) ပဵၼ်ၽူႈတၵႃႇတင်ႈ။ ၽၼ်းဢဵၵ်ႇပႅင်းၼႆႉ မီးၸိုဝ်ႈလဵၼ်ႈဝႃႈ မီလမ် ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ 

သူၼ်ႇၽူႈတႅမ်ႈပဵၼ်ၽႂ်ႄတႉႄတႉၼၼ်ႉ ယင်းမီးတၢင်းႁၼ်ပႅၵ်ႇပိူင်ႈၵၼ်ယူႇ။ ၵမ်ႈၼမ်ယုမ်ႇယုမ်ဝႃႈ 
မီလမ် ပဵၼ်ၽူႈတႅမ်ႈၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ ဝၢင်တၵႃႉဝႃႈ ၼႂ်းပွႆးလဵင်ႉတီႈဝင်းဝဵင်းပွၵ်ႈၼိုင်ႈ မီးၵူၼ်းတၵႃႉၼိုင်ႈၸိုဝ်ႈ 
ၶမ်းလႃႈ (ၸိုဝ်းႄတႉဝႃႈ သိင်တလႃၶမ်း၊ ပဵၼ်ၵူၼ်းတႆးလမ်၊ ၸိုဝ်ႈၶိူဝ်းႁိၼူ်း သိင်) ၶိုၼ်ႈႁွင်ႉၵႂၢမ်း 
“တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း” ၼႆႉ ၼိူဝ်ၶဵင်ႇ။ မီလမ်လႆႈထွမ်ႇယဝ်ႉ တူၼ်းလမ်ႇၵႂၢမ်း ၸပ်းၸႂ်မၼ်းၼႃႇႄလႈ 
မၼ်းၸင်ႇယွၼ်းဢဝ်ၼိူဝ်ႉၵႂၢမ်းတီႈၶမ်းလႃႈတသ မႃးတမးတၶႃႈၵႂၢမ်ႈ ႁႂ်ႈလိုၼ်ႈႁူ ႁႂ်ႈမီးတၶႃႈၵွင်ႉၵၢႆႇတသ 
ဝၢႆးမႃး လႆႈပၼ် တၵႃး ဝိသဵတ်ႇႁွင်ႉ။ ၽူႈတႅမ်ႈႄတႉ ပဵၼ်ၶမ်းလႃႈ ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။ ၼႆႉပဵၼ်ပိုၼ်းၵႅပ်ႈ 
လွင်ႈပဵၼ်မႃးၵႂၢမ်းတႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း ၵႃႈၼင်ႇႁႃႁၼ်လႆႈ။ 

ၼိူဝ်ႉၵႂၢမ်းတႆးလမ်လမ်းလၼ်း 

ယွၼ်ႉလူၺ်ႈငဝ်ႈတိုၼ်းၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်း “တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း” ပဵၼ်ၵႂၢမ်းလၢဝ်းႄလႈ တီႈၼႆႈ တတဢဝ် 
တူဝ်လိၵ်ႈလၢဝ်းတႅမ်ႈတသ ပိၼ်ႇတီႈပွင်ႇတႆး၊ ႁႂ်ႈႁဝ်းတပႃးႁူႉတီႈပွင်ႇမၼ်းႄတႉ။ 
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 (ႁႂ်ႈတဢးလူ မူႇၶႃႈၼွႆႉ တီႈပၢႆႈၽၢတ်ႇဝၢၼ်ႈ ) 

 ເອ຺ ຳ຺ຌໄຉ ຢຳງກັຌໄຎ ຸກຊຼິຌຸກຊຳຌ 

 (ႁဝ်းၵူၼ်းတႆ ယၢႆႈ [ၶၢႆႉ] ၵၼ်ၵႂႃႇ ၵူႈတီႈၵူႈတၢင်း) 

 ຼ຺ຄອັກກັຌເຌ ຽ  ໄຉຈ ຳເອ຺ ຳໜຳ 

 (ႁႂ်ႈႁၵ်ႉၵၼ်ၼိူဝ်း တႆးလမ်ႁဝ်းၼႃႈ [ၸိူဝ်ႉတႆးႁဝ်းၼႃႈ4]) 

 

2. ສິ ຍຫຽ ຳຎີ  ີຼ ໄຉເອ຺ ຳ ເສງຈຳງເຈ 

 (သိပ်းႁႃႈပီ တီႈတႆးႁဝ်း [ႁဝ်းၵူၼ်းတႆး5] တသလၢႆတတႉ) 

 ເມ ຬຄເອ຺ ຳເພ ແສຌເສງຈຳງ  ຎຼູເ຺ ຽ ຳເຆິ ຌລຳ 

 (မိူင်းႁဝ်းတပႉ သႅၼ်တသလၢႆ  ပူႇၸဝ်ႈသိူၼ်းလႃႈ [လွႆၸဝ်ႈသိူၼ်းလႃႈ]) 

 ເອ ຬຌເີ ງຢຼູ ຬຼູເີ ງຌຬຌ ຉຽ ຬຄຬຌ ຳລຳ 

 (ႁိၼူ်းၵိူၺ်း [ယၢမ်ႈ] ယူႇ ဢူႇၵိူၺ်းၼွၼ်း  သမ်ႉပၢႆႈႁၢင်ႇလႃး [ယၢၼ်]) 

 ຎະໄອຽ ຎະຌຳ ຌ ຽ ຳຉຳໄຉໄຫົ 

 (ပႅတ်ႈႁႆႈပႅတ်ႈၼႃး [ထိမ်ႈႁႆႈဝၢင်းၼႃး6]  ၼမ်ႉတႃတႆးလႆ) 

3. ສິ ຍຫຽ ຳຎີ  ີຼ ໄຉເອ຺ ຳ ເສງແຈຌເມ ຬຄ 

 (သိပ်းႁႃႈပီ တီႈတႆးႁဝ်း တသ [သုမ်း] လႅၼ်မိူင်း) 

 ເີ ງອຼູຸຄເອ ຬຄ ໝຼູຂຽ ຳຌຽ ຬງ ຢຼູສຸກສະຍຳງ 

 (ၵိူၺ်းႁငု်းႁိငူ်း မူႇၶႃႈၼွႆႉ ယူႇသုၵ်းသဝၢႆး) 

 ລຸຄແກຼຌຉຳ ໄຈຽ ສຽ ຳຄສຳ ຍຽ ຳຌເມ ຬຄໄວຽ ໃຫຽ  
                                                            
4 ၵႂၢမ်းဢၼ်ၵူၼ်းတႆးလမ်ႄတႉႁွင်ႉ ၼႂ်း 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpGoIaieJ6M&feature=plcp 
5 ibid. 
6 ၵႂၢမ်းဢၼ်ၵူၼ်းတႆးလမ်ႄတႉၶဝ်ႁွင်ႉ ၼ်ႂး 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpGoIaieJ6M&feature=plcp 



 (လုင်းႄလႈပူႇ [ပူႇမွၼ်ႇၼၢႆးယႃႈ]  လႆႈသၢင်ႈသႃ ဝၢၼ်ႈမိူင်းဝႆႉႁႂ်ႈ) 

 ຍັຈຌີ ຽ ຳກໄກ ໄຉເສງຈຳງເຈ 

 (ယၢမ်းၼႆႉႁၢင်ႇၵႆ တႆးတသလၢႆတတႉ) 

 

(တၶႃႈလၢတ်ႈ)  {ຫຄ ຼ ຳມຳ ຌ ຽ ຳຉຳໄຉໄຫົ ງຳມເມ ຼ ຬຳກໄກ ຎຼູເ຺ ຽ ຳເຆິ ຌລຳ 

   (ဝူၼ်ႉမႃး ၼမ်ႉတႃတႆးလႆ ယၢမ်းမိူဝ်ႈၸၢၵ်ႇ [ၽၢတ်ႇ] ၵ ႆပူႇၸဝ်ႈသိူၼ်းလႃႈ၊) 

ຬ຺ຍຏະງ຺ຍ ລ຺ຍໜີ ໄພລີຼ ມຳ ໄຉຈ ຳຉຼ຺ວໜຽ ຳ ຫຄ ຼ ຳຫຳຼູມ ຽ ຬຼູວັຌ} 

(ဢွၵ်ႇပၢႆႈ ၶၢႆႉၼီ တႆးလမ်တူဝ်ႈၼႃႈ ဝူၼ်ႉႁႃၵူႈမုိဝ်ႉၵူႈဝၼ်း။) 

[ဢွၵ်ႇဝၢၼ်ႈ တၢၼ်ႇၵိူဝ် ပႆႇလႆႈမူိဝ်းမႃး ၵူၼ်းတႆးတူဝ်ႈၼႃႈ 
ငမ်းႁႃၸူႉမိုဝ်ႉၸူႉဝဵၼ်း7] 

ၵႂၢမ်းလူပ်း 

ၽဵင်းၵႂၢမ်း “တႆးလမ်လမ်းၽၼ်း” ၼႆႉ တင်းၼႂ်းမိူင်းလၢဝ်းႄလႈမိူင်းထႆး ၽူႈႁွင်ႉၵႂၢမ်းပၢၼ်လိုၼ်း 
ၶိုၼ်းဢဝ်မႃးႁွင်ႉမႂ်ႇထႅင်ႈ ပၢၼ်သိုပ်ႇပၢၼ် တင်းၼမ်ယူႇ။ ၽူႈႁွင်ႉမႂ်ႇၸိူဝ်းၼၼ်ႉ လိူဝ်တသ 
သႂ်ႇသဵင်တွႆႇတိုင်ႇမႂ်ႇ ႄလႈပိၼ်ႇတၶႃႈၵႂၢမ်း ဝၢင်တၶႃႈႁႂ်ႈပွင်ႇၵႂၢမ်းၶဝ်ယဝ်ႉ ၶဝ်ဢမ်ႇတွၼ်ႉတမးလႅၵ်ႈလၢႆႈ 
တီႈပွင်ႇၼိူဝ်ႉၵႂၢမ်းၼၼ်ႉသင်။ မိူဝ်းၼႃႈမႃး တပႃးမီးၽူႈႁွင်ႉၵႂၢမ်းတႆးႁဝ်းၶႂ်ႈဢဝ်ၵႂၢမ်းၼႆႉ ႁွင်ႉမ်ႂႇထႅင်ႈ 
ၼႆၸိုင် ထုၵ်ႇလီ ႁၵ်ႉသႃ တီႈပွင်ႇၵႂၢမ်းငဝ်ႈပိုင်းမၼ်းဝႆႉ ၼင်ႇထႆးလၢဝ်းၶဝ်ယူႇ။ ယွၼ်ႉပိူဝ်ႈ 
ၵႂၢမ်းၼႆႉပဵၼ်သိူၵ်ႈပိုၼ်း၊ ပဵၼ်ၵႂၢမ်းတၢင်တူဝ်၊ ပဵၼ်ၵႂၢမ်းၸိူဝ်ႉၸၢတ်ႈပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ် ၶဝ်ၼၼ်ႉယဝ်ႉ။ 
လိူဝ်ၼၼ်ႉ ပဵၼ်ၵၢၼ် ၼပ်ႉယမ်ပိုၼ်းပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးလမ်ၶဝ်ႄလႈ ယုၵ်ႉယွင်ႈ ၽူႈတႅမ်ႈၵႂၢမ်းၼႆႉ 
တၵႃႈၸႂ်ႈ။ 

 

ဢၵ်ႉၵတသၼ လႅင်းတႆး 

28/11/2012 

 

ၽိုၼ်  င်၊ 

http://www.gotoknow.org/blogs/posts/219803 
                                                            
7 ibid. 
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